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AEW-RACT 
An M-matrix as defined by Ostrowski [5] is a matrix that can be split into 
A = sZ- B, where s >O, B > 0, with s > r(B), the spectral radius of B. Following 
Plemmons [6], we develop a classification of all M-matrices. We consider v, the index 
of zero for A, i.e., the smallest nonnegative integer n such that the null spaces of A” 
and A”+’ coincide. We characterize this index in terms of convergence properties of 
powers of s -‘Z3. We develop additional characterizations in terms of nonnegativity of 
the Drazin inverse of A on the range of A”, extending (as conjectured by Poole and 
Boullion [7]) the well-known property that A - ’ > 0 whenever A is nonsingular. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let AERSXS. We write A>0 (A>>O) if Aii>O (Aii>O) for all i,j= 
1 ,...,S. We write A>0 if A>0 and AZO. Similar notation applies to 
vectors. Also, let r(A) denote the spectral radiu ofA. 
A real matrix ~~~~~~ is called an M-matrix if A can be split into 
A = sl- B, where s > 0, B > 0 with s > r(B). Such matrices were introduced 
by Ostrowski [5] and arise in investigations concerning the convergence of 
iterative processes for systems of linear and nonlinear equations and in the 
study of nonnegative solutions to such systems. These investigations have 
various applications in problems in economics and linear programming. An 
extensive list of references to studies of M-matrices can be found in [7l and 
PI. 
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acknowledge some helpful suggestions of Professor Robert Plemmons. 
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Nonsingular M-matrices form a proper subclass of the set of monotone 
matrices, i.e., the class of matrices A for which A-’ > 0. Monotone matrices 
are characterized by the condition that x> 0 whenever Ax> 0. We next 
summarize some well-known useful characterizations of singular M-matrices 
(e.g., [2] or [6, Lemma 11). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A= (A,J have the property that bi < 0 for all i#i. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A=sI-B f or some B > 0 and s> r(B), i.e., A is a nansingular 
M-matrix.’ 
(2) The real part of each eigenvalue of A is positive. 
(3) All principal minors of A are positive. 
(4) A-’ exists, and A-‘>O. 
(5) Ax > 0 implies x > 0. 
(6) Ax>0 fix some x>O. 
A standard generalization of these results to arbitrary M-matrices (which 
are not necessarily nonsingular) yields considerably weaker results, namely 
(e.g., [3] or [6, Lemma 21): 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A = (Ai) have the property that Aii < 0 far all i # i. 
Then the fobwing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A=sI- B f or same B > 0 and s > r(B); i.e., A is an M-matrix. 
(2) The real part of each nanzero eigenvalue of A is positive. 
(3) All principal minors of A are nonnegative. 
Recently Plemmons [6] obtained a strong generalization of parts (4) and 
(5) of Proposition 1 for a class of M-matrices which strictly contains the set 
of nonsingular M-matrices. Unfortunately, this class does not include the set 
of all singular M-matrices. In particular, it was shown in Plemmons [6, 
Theorem 31 that 
PROPOSITION 3 (Plemmons). Let A = (AJ have the property that A, Q 0 
for all i#i. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A=sl-B f or same B > 0 and s > 0, where (s - lB)N converges as 
N+C0. 
(2) The real part of each nanzero eigenvalue of A is positive, and all the 
elementary divisors associated with a zero eigenvalue of A are linear. 
‘The equivalence of the nonsingularity of A to assuming that r(B) <s follows from the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem (e.g., [13, p. 461). 
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(3) All the principal minors of A are nonnegative, and all the elemen- 
tay divisors associated with a zero eigenvalue of A are linear. 
(4) The group inverse2 A* of A exists, and A*x>O for evey r>O 
where x belongs to the range of A. 
(5) lf Ax > 0 and x is in the range of A, then x > 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend Plemmons’s results by giving a 
strong generalization to Proposition 1 which holds for the class of all 
M-matrices. In particular, this will lead to a study of several properties of 
singular M-matrices. As pointed out by Plemmons [6, Sec. 31, such matrices 
play a key role in the study of rank deficient splittings and the convergence 
of iterative methods for solving singular linear equations. 
In Sec. 2 we summarize a few spectral properties of square matrices and 
introduce some notational conventions. We then, in Sec. 3, develop a 
classification of M-matrices A by considering v,(A), the in&x of zero at A, 
i.e., the least nonnegative integer n such that the null spaces of A” and A”+’ 
coincide. We then characterize this classification in terms of convergence 
properties of s - NB N as N-+co, where A = SI - B is a representation of A 
with B > 0 and s maxA+i.3 This characterization is obtained by using the 
asymptotic expansion of partial sums of matrix powers developed in [ 111. 
In Sec. 4, we obtain the promised strong generalization of Proposition 1 
by characterizing, for every k = 0, 1, . . . , the set of M-matrices with v,,(A) < k 
within the class of square matrices with nonpositive off diagonal elements. In 
particular, we obtain an analogue of conditions (4)-(6) of Proposition 1. We 
show that a matrix A with nonpositive off diagonal elements is an M-matrix 
with Y= Y,,(A) < k if and only if the Drazin inverse4 of A, AD, has the 
property that A% > 0 for every x > 0 where x E rangeA”, or equivalently 
x > 0 for all x in rangeA ’ with Ax > 0. We thereby establish a conjecture of 
Poole and Boullion [I that (4) in Proposition 1 can be generalized to 
nonnegativity of the Drazin inverse of a singular M-matrix. A slightly sharper 
characterization of M-matrices which are symmetric is given. 
2. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
The real line (complex field) will be denoted R (C). Let S be a fixed 
positive integer. Throughout this paper we consider S X S matrices, both real 
and complex. The null (the range) space of an S X S matrix B will be denoted 
2The group inverse of a square matrix A is defined in Sec. 2. 
throughout this paper, ma+ denotes the maximum of Aj, taken over the complete range 
ofi(usuallyl<icS). 
%ee Sec. 2 for the definition of the Drazin inverse. 
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null B (range B). If B is real, it will be clear from the context whether we 
mean the real or the complex null (range) space. 
We will next summarize a few spectral definitions. Let B E Csxs, XE C 
and QsB-XI. l’h e index of A for B, denoted vh (B), is the smallest 
nonnegative integer n such that nuUQ” = nullQ”+‘. It is well known that 
vx( B) equals the smallest nonnegative integer n for which rangeQ” = 
rangeQ”+‘; thus, 
range Q k = range Q” ifandonlyif k > v ~v~‘h(B). (2.1) 
The coindex of X#O for B, denoted rh(B), is defined by 
The eigenprojection of B at A, written Eh (B), is the unique projection on 
nullQ’ along rangeQ”, where v-+,(B). The existence and uniqueness of 
this projection are well known (e.g., [ll, Lemma 3.11). The spectrum of B 
will be denoted a(B), and its spectiul radius will be denoted r(B), i.e., 
r(B)=max{JAIJXEa(B)}. We finally remark that vx(B)< S and TV < S. 
Also, vh (B) = 0, or equivalently E, (B) = 0, if and only if X 4 u(B). 
The Druzin inverse of a square matrix A, written A*, is the unique 





where v=v,,(A) (see [l]). It was shown in [9] that AD=(A-E)-‘(I-E), 
where E = E,(A). If va(A) < 1, then (2.2) can be replaced by 
AXA=A. 
In this case the Drazin inverse is called the group inverse of A and is usually 
denoted A *. 
Finally, we say that the polynomial 1c/ forms a polynomial asymptotic 
expansion of degree k for the sequence { BN} N=O, 1,, if 
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and the degree of # is k. We remark that if k = - 1, then (2.5) means that 
limN-*m BN = 0. 
3. THE INDEX CLASSIFICATION OF M-MATRICES 
Let A be an M-matrix, i.e., A has a representation A = PI- B* with 
s* > 0 and B* > 0 such that r(B*) <s*. Let A = sZ- B be an arbitrary 
representation of A with s > 0 and B > 0. It is well known (cf. [S]) that in this 
case r(B) Bs and s > maxA,, > minA,, > 0. We will next study the index and 
conidex of s for B in such a representation. This result is well known (cf. [S]). 
We state it for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an M-matrix. Then fm every representation of A as 
A=sZ-Bwiths>OandB>O, 
(1) v,(B) = +,(A). 
(2) 1f s>maxA+ then T,(B)=O. 
We will next apply the asymptotic expansion for matrix powers obtained 
by Rothblum [lo, Theorem 3.81. We remark that the development of this 
asymptotic expansion was based on a representation of partial sums of matrix 
powers developed by Rothblum and Veinott [ll, Sec. 21. 
THEOREM 1. Let A= sI-- B be an M-matrix with VG v,(A) and E = 




forms a polynomial asymptotic expansion of degree v - 1 for s -NBN. 
Proof. The proof follows directly by applying Theorem 3.8 of [lo] with 
n=O to the matrix s-‘B, after observing that E,(s-‘B)= E,(A), s-‘B- I= 
-s-‘A, [E-(s-lB-Z)]-‘(Z-E)=s(A-E)-‘(I-E)=sAD, q(s~~B)= 
v,,(A) and (by Lemma 1) T~(s-~B)=T,(B)=O. n 
We point out that in (3.1) one has regular convergence, whereas in [lo, 
Theorem 3.81 one has Cesaro convergence of (possibly) high order. The 
reason we can replace Cesaro convergence by regular convergence is that 
T~(s~~B)=O. Al so note that [lo, Theorem 3.81 enables one to obtain poly- 
nomial asymptotic expansions like (3.1) for partial sums of powers of B. 
We are now ready for the classification of M-matrices. 
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DEFINITION. Let k = 0, 1, . . . . We say that a matrix A is an M-k-matrix 
if A is an M-matrix and v,(A) < k. The set of all M-k-matrices wiII be 
denoted 9&. 
Of course, 9R+ is increasing in k, and for all k = S, S + 1,. . . ,9l?+ is the set 
of all M-matrices. 
It is easily seen that %,, is the set of nonsingular M-matrices which were 
characterized in Proposition 1. It is also clear from Theorem 1 that 91Lr is 
precisely the set of M-matrices which were studied by Plemmons [S] and 
were characterized in Proposition 3. 
The next theorem gives a characterization of M-k-matrices in the set of 
M-matrices. This characterization follows directly from Theorem 1. We 
remark that the equivalence of (1) and (3) in the following theorem for the 
case k = 1 was established by Plemmons [6, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = $I-- B be an M-matrix where B > 0, s > 0 and 
s > maxA,,. Then fur k = 0, 1, . . . the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) AE%. 
(2) sCNBN hu.s a poly rwrniul asymptotic expansion of degree less than 
k. 
(3) N- k+l~-NBN converges as N+oo. 
k+l~-NBN is bounded. 
N-‘$-NBN,o. 
Proof. The proof for k = 1,2,. . . follows directly from Theorem 1 and 
the fact that A’-‘E,(A) =O, where v = v,(A). The case k=O is weII known 
and is left to the reader. n 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF M-k-MATRICES IN THE SET OF 
MATRICES HAVING NONPOSITIVE OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
The purpose of this section is to establish some characterizations of 
matrices in 9& within the set of real matrices having nonpositive off 
diagonal elements. We w-ill show how Proposition 1 can be extended to 
arbitrary (not necessarily nonsingular) M-matrices. Such an extension was 
obtained by Plemmons (cf. [6, Proposition 31) for matrices in ?&. We will 
first develop a condition which generalizes, to arbitrary M-matrices, condi- 
tion (4) of Proposition 1. 
We first introduce the concept that a matrix is nonnegative on a 
subspace. 
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DEFINITION . We say that a matrix T E Rs xs is nonnegative on the 
subspace M G R ’ if TX > 0 whenever x > 0 and x EM. 
If M = R ‘, then the matrix T in the above definition is nonnegative on M 
ifandonIyifT>O. 
It is well known that a matrix A is nonsingular and A - ’ > 0 if and only if 
r > 0 whenever Ax > 0. This result was generalized by Plemmons [6, Lemma 
81, who showed that the group inverse of A exists (i.e., v,(A) < 1) and is 
nonnegative on rangeA if and only if x > 0 whenever Ax > 0 and x Erange A. 
We next generalize this result. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a square matrix with v 3 v,(A), and let k = 0, 1, . . . . 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) v Q k and A* i.s nonnegative on rangeA’=rangeAk. 
(2) x>O wheneverAx>Oand xErangeAk. 
Proof We first show that (1) implies (2). Assume that (1) is satisfied and 
x ErangeA k where Ax > 0. Since v < k, it follows from (2.1) that for some 
vector t, x= A”t. Since A “+ It = Ax > 0, it follows from the nonnegativity of 
AD on rangeA” and from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) that O< ADA’+‘t=A”t=x, 
completing the proof that (1) implies (2). 
Next assume that (2) is satisfied. We first show that v < k. If A k+ ‘z = 0, 
then AAkx>O and A(-Akx)>O. By (2), this implies that Akx>O and 
-A kx > 0, showing that A kx = 0. The definition of the index now implies 
that v < k, and therefore, by (2.1), rangeA k =rangeA’. To see that AD is 
nonnegative on range A “, let x > 0, where x = A “t for some vector t. Then, by 
(2.1) (2.2) and (2.4) AADA”t=ADA”+‘t=A”t=x>O. Thus, by (2), it 
follows that A Dx = A “A “t > 0, completing the proof of Lemma 2. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) We next illustrate that if A = (Aii) with Aii < 0 for all i #j, then it is 
possible that AD be nonnegative on a bigger subspace than rangeA ‘, where 
v=v,JA). Let 
Then A D = A, where this matrix is nonnegative on R 2, though v&A) = 1 and 
rangeA # R2. We next show that if A is a singular M-matrix, then AD is 
always nonnegative on a larger set than rangeA ‘, where VG v,(A). Let A be 
a singular M-matrix; then nullA” is not a degenerate subspace. By Rothblum 
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[8, Theorem 3.11 this subspace is spanned by a set of semipositive vectors, 
but we know that ADx=(A-E)-‘(I-E)x=O for every x~nuUA”, where 
E=E,,(A), and that nuUA”nrangeA”={O}. 
(2) We point out that v,(A) =0 if and only if A is nonsingular and 
v,,(A) < 1 if and only if the group inverse of A exists. Thus, if k = 0 in Lemma 
2, one gets the known result that a matrix A is nonsingular with A -i > 0 if 
and only if x > 0 whenever Ax > 0. Moreover, if k = 1 one gets the conclusion 
of Lemma 8 of Plemmons [6]. 
We will next give a characterization of M-k-matrices, k =O, 1,. . . , within 
the set of matrices with nonpositive off diagonal elements analogous to (4) in 
Proposition 1. This was done for k= 1 by Plemmons [6, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = (Aii) with Aii Q 0 fur all i # j. Then A E “x, if and 
only if I = v,(A) < k and AD is nonnegative on rangeA ’ = rangeA k. 
Proof Let A = sI-- I?, where B > 0, s > 0 and s > maxA+ By (2.1), it 
follows that range A" = range A k for ah integers k > v. Let A E%. For 
x ErangeA “, E,,(A)x = 0. It follows from Theorem 3.8 in [lo], and the fact 
(Lemma 1) that r,,(A) =O, that 
s-‘Bix=sADx. (4.1) 
Since B’x>O for ah x>O, it follows that ADx>O for ah O<xErangeA”, 
completing the proof that AD is nonnegative on range A ‘. Next assume that 
v<k and that AD is nonnegative on ranged’. In order to show that 
A E Gx,, it suffices to show that TS T(B) < s. By the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem (e.g., [13, p. 46]), th ere exists a vector .z > 0, z #O, for which Bx = m. 
If T>S, then Az=(s-r)z, which implies that z=A”(s-r)-“z. We see that 
,zErangeA’, and therefore E,(A)z = 0. Moreover, since z > 0, it follows from 
the nonnegativity of A on rangeA ’ that A Dz > 0. Next observe that by [ 11, 
Sec. 21 and arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 1, it 




where the last inequahiy follows from the nonnegativity of B and the fact 
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that A*z > 0. This is a contradiction, since 
N N 
2 s-‘B’z= 2 sK%>(N+l)z; 
i=O i=O 
thus proving that r(B) < s. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. n 
Before generalizing condition (6) of Proposition 1 to arbitrary M- 
matrices, we introduce some additional notation. For a finite set J, let 111 
denote the cardinality of 1. Let AERSXS, XER~ and Jc{l,...,S}. The 
I./I x I./j submatrix of A corresponding to the indices in J will be denoted A,. 
Similarly, xJ will stand for the corresponding subvector of x. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (A,) have the property that Aii < 0 for all i # 1, and 
let k=O,l,... . Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A@%c 
(2) There exist J, N c { 1,. . . , S},whereJnN=0andJuN={l,..., S}, 
and vectors XER~ and y ERI~I such that x,>>O, x, = 0, y ~0, A kx = 0 and 
A,y ~0. 
(3) There existJ,N(X{l,..., S},whereJnN=0undJuN={l,..., S}, 
and vectors xERS and yERINl such that x,>>O, x,=0, y>>O, Akx=O, 
A,y>O and fm i=O,l,..., A’x>O. 
Proof The direction (3)+(2) is trivial. The direction (l)*(3) follows 
directly from Theorem 3.1 in [8]. To prove that (2)*(l), observe that (2) 
implies that if N#0 then A,,, is a singular M-matrix. This completes the 
proofforthecaseJ=0. If.l#@,letA=sZ-Bwiths>OandB>O. We 
will show, by contradiction, that r(B) Qs. If T(B) >s, then Theorem 3.1 of [8] 
and the fact that T( BN) <s imply the existence of a row vector z E R “, where 
,z>O, z,>O and z[r(B)Z-B]=O. Now, 
0 = zAkx = x[(s-r(B)Z+r(B)Z-B)lkx 




Since x > 0, z Z 0, x,>>O and zJ > 0, it follows that .zx > 0, and therefore 
s = r(B), a contradiction. n 
If k = 0 in Theorem 4, then part (1) of Theorem 4 states that Y&A) = 0, or 
equivalently that A is nonsingular. Also note that when k = 0, the set J in 
conditions (2) and (3) of Th eorem 4 has to be empty, i.e., these conditions 
state that Ax>>0 for some x>O. This shows that Theorem 4 generalizes the 
equivalence of conditions (1) and (6) of Theorem 1. 
We are now ready to summarize our results to obtain the promised 
generalization of Proposition 1. For every k = 0, 1, . . . we give a number of 
characterizations of M-k-matrices within the set of real matrices with 
nonpositive off diagonal elements. We extend Theorem 3 of Plemmons [6], 
who considered only M-l-matrices. 
THEOREM 5. Let A = (Aij) have the property that A, Q 0 for all i #i, and 
let k=O,l,... . Then the following stui?emeni% are equivalent: 
(0) AE%* 
(1) A=sl-BforsomeB>Oands>Owheres-NBNhasapolyrwmiul 
asymptotic expansion of degree less than k. 
(2) The real part of each nonzero eigenvalue of A is positive, and 
v&A) < k. 
(3) All the principal mirwrs of A are nonnegative, and v,,(A) < k. 
(4) vo(A)<kandA D is nonnegative on rangeAk. 
(5) Ax > 0 and x ErangeA k implies that x > 0. 
(6a) There exist J,NC{l,...,S}, where ItiN= and ./UN= 
{L..., S}, and vectors XER~ and ~ERI~I such that x,>>O, x,=0, y>O, 
A kx = 0 and A,y ~0. 
(6b) There exists J,Nc{~,...,S}, where JniV=0 and JUN= 
{L..., S}, and vectors xERS and yERINI such that x,>O, +=O, y>O, 
Akx=O, A,y>O, and fm i=O,l,..., A’x>O. 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6a) and (6b) follows 
directly from Proposition 2, Lemma 2 and Theorems 2, 3 and 4. The 
equivalence of (0) and (1) follows from Theorem 2 and the fact that if s -NBN 
has a polynomial expansion of degree k - 1 (for an arbitrary matrix B), then 
hN+m NPksPNBN=O, which implies (e.g., [ll, Theorem 3.11) that r(B) G s. 
n 
Ftzh4~R~. The equivalence of (0) and (5) in Theorem 4 says that if 
A=(A,J with A,,<0 for aU i#/, then for ah c>O, cErangeA, and k= 
01 7 ,***, every solution in range A k to the system of linear equations Ax = c is 
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nonnegative if and only if A E ‘9+. In this case there exists exactly one 
solution r = A Dc in rangeA “, and x > 0. 
An immediate corollary of the equivalence of (0) and (4) in Theorem 4 is 
a characterization of M-matrices, within the set of matrices with nonpositive 
off diagonal elements, in terms of nonnegativity of the Drazin inverse. The 
existence of such a result was conjectured by Poole and Boullion [7, p. 4221. 
Namely: 
COROLLARY 1. Let A = (&J have the property that hi < 0 for all i # i. 
Then A is an M-matrix if and only if A D is nonnegative on n z=+, range A n 
= rangeA “, where v = v,(A). 
When A is symmetric, some of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 5 
can be sharpened in the following way: 
THEOREM 6. Let A = (AJ have the property that bi < 0 for all i # 1. If 
A is symmetric then the following statements are equivalent: 
(Oa) A is an M-matrix. 
(Ob) AE~. 
(2) A is positive semidefinite (i.e., all the eigenvalues of A are non- 
negative). 
(6) Ax > 0 for some x>>O. 
Proof. Since A is symmetric, it is well known (e.g., [4, p. 2661) that Q(A) 
equals zero or one for every h E C. So v&A) < 1, and the equivalence of (Oa) 
and (Ob) follows immediately. The equivalence of (2) and (Oa) follows from 
corresponding equivalence in Theorem 5 and the fact that all the eigenvalues 
of a symmetric matrix are real. The fact that (6) implies (Oa) (even without 
the symmetry assumption) is well known (e.g., [12] or [7, p. 4221). Finally, 
assume that (6) holds, Since A is symmetric, it follows that A is block 
diagonal with indecomposable square matrices on the diagonal. Condition 
(Oa) now follows directly from [7, Theorem 3.41. 
REMARK. The equivalence of (Oa), (Ob) and (2) generalizes Remark (a) of 
Plemmons [6], who pointed out that if (Oa)’ holds, then (Ob) and (2) are 
equivalent. 
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